I. INTRODUCTION
The vibro-acoustic signal is composed of harmonic components generated by different sources with independent phases and a noise [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Vibro-activity of a machine, for instance, a piston compressor, can be determined by pulse (shock) forcing impact (selection of clearances has to be made in joints, such as rod -crankshaft bearing, connecting-rod small endcrosshead, etc.) which escalate pulse sequences of broad-band and narrow-band sporadic oscillations [5, 6, 7, 10, 11] . Their parameters can be determined by the kind of the interaction between the assembles and details, as well as amplitudefrequency response of excitation path and forwarding the vibro-acoustic oscillations to the vibro-sensor [3, 4, 6] . In that case the oscillation amplitude is proportional to, particularly, size of the clearance between the interacting elements, as well as pattern and speed of gas flowing through opening area of valves [3, 4, 9, 11] .
The analysis of determined oscillations defines peak value as an absolute maximum or minimum value of an oscillating parameter in the particular time period and an amplitude range as difference between maximum and minimum value of the oscillated parameter in the period, which is highly important, particularly, in assessment of oscillating elements' clearances size by vibration displacement. For a monoharmonic process its peak value equals its amplitude, and its range is double amplitude [12] .
For sporadic oscillation processes its peak value and range determine only quasimaximal level which can be exceeded with certain probability. In other words, when the process being in peak values range with different probability -from 90% to 99% for the same oscillating process we get different peak values and ranges distinct in more than 1.5 times (see fig.1 ) That is why for using peak values and ranges it is necessary to specify the adopted value of a signal peak value assessment probability [12] . In the most of the cases oscillations occur in relation to some zero balance, and, consequently, mathematical
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To estimate the level of determined oscillations one uses an amplitude or a peak value [8] .
However, in most of the cases, oscillations occurring during machinery operation are sporadic [4, 7, 13] . Peak values of sporadic oscillation processes are sporadic time function [3] . That is why to get corresponded linear features for the process level one need to make a statistic assessment of instant peak values. Consequently, it is an urgent task to make an assessment of the signals' peak values considering the distribution laws of their instant values.
A range (peak value) of a sporadic normal process, expressed in fractions of mean square deviation is usually limited by ±3σ x . Thus, 99.73 % of oscillation process values are lying within the limits, and 0.27 % are out of them. When applied, a sporadic normal process may go outside the limits ±3σ x depending on a sampling rate [12] .
To measure peak value of oscillation process or signal one uses peak detectors [12] . However, peak value (amplitude) measuring error considerably depends on the process properties. That is why one should adjust peak detector's parameters to the properties of the measured process.
At the same time, measurement of such statistic feature as peak value with the set probability or quantile value allows to make clear judgments on the process properties without considering its type -determined or sporadic.
In mathematic statistics Quantile is a value which is not exceeded by the sporadic value with a fixed probability. Another definition: Quantile is a measure of probability distribution [16, p. 6696, 12] .
Quantile value U α of α level is a value of u argument, correspondent to the function value Φ (и)=α, where Φ -is a probability distribution function (DF) of a sporadic value, i.e. α-quantile (or quantile of order or α level) -is a numeric value of a sporadic value distribution law or a number which value determines that the sporadic value lies on the left from the set value with probability which does not exceed α [16, p. 6696, 12] .
II. TASK ASSIGNMENT
Diagnostics of quantile of vibration parameters (vibration acceleration, velocity and displacement and their envelopes [3, 4] ) allows to estimate maximum power load on assemblies and details of a mechanism considering statistic properties of vibro-acoustic process. That allows to estimate solidity and life characteristics of the particular assembly or detail by means of calculating fatigue life capability with irregular loading [12] .
First of all, let us determine quantile's classical estimator. Let us have an aprior sampling {X 1 , X 2 , … , X n } of a sporadic value X ~ F X (x). Let us order a sample {X 1 , X 2 , … , X n } to create an ordered sample:
where X (i) -is an order statistic with number i, .
Then, a sample estimate of the level quantile can be calculated by the sample X (i) , according to [9, 14] 
III. . ERRORS OF STATISTIC CHARACTERISTICS
Statistic errors of determination of function F(x i ) probability density function w(x i ) can be determined by a number of discrete values of initial data n and, besides, depend on initial data values and span h of experimental histograms. Using discrete sampling method, a relative mean-squared sporadic error of distribution function calculation F(x i ) can be estimated by uncorrelated samples by the following equation [12] (Fig. 2) :
where n -is a number of uncorrelated discrete values of initial data. Calculations made by the (4) shows (Fig. 2) , that estimation of relative mean-squared sporadic error of distribution function F(x) calculation dependency on the number of discrete values n in data sampling for probability A relative mean-squared sporadic error of density function calculation can be calculated by the following equation [12] ( fig. 3): . Estimate by (2) shows, that for the density w(x i ) of a diagnostic parameter probability distribution (of a spectral invariant [13] , when n=2755) the mean-squared sporadic error of estimate has minimum with F(x i ) from 0.1 to 0.92 ( fig. 4) . 
IV. QUANTILE ESTIMATE ERROR FOR DIFFERENT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS OF SPORADIC VALUES
Quantile sample estimation of a sporadic value X with uninterrupted distribution density p(x) at a point x α , where p(x α )>0, by Mosteller theorem [14, 15] 
asymptotically normal:
, where x α -is a precise value of the quantile, and σ α -is an asymptotical value of a mean-squared deviation of an estimate , which equals [14, 15] :
Let us note, that according [9, p. 778] a sample quantile always possess mathematical expectation, if n big enough, even, when the sporadic value has no moments, for instance as in Cauchy distribution.
The value
with convergence rate n -1/2 can be interpreted as accuracy of sampling estimate of the quantile.
Probability density of a sporadic value X at the interval [a, b] with an even distribution is as follows:
when we have and distribution function is as follows:
Considering (3) we get
Thus, for a sporadic value distributed on the interval [a, b], asymptotical value of MSD of σ α is minimal when α→0 and α→1 and maximal when α=1/2 [14, 15] (fig. 5, curve 1) .
If a sporadic value X is distributed exponentially with λ parameter, the probability density is as follows:
Analytic expression for the quantile [14, 15] 
, . Fig . 5 . Dependence of MSD quantile estimates on various sporadic value probability distribution laws: 1 -even distribution; 2 -exponential distribution; 3 -Cauchy distribution; 4 -normal distribution.
As can be seen from the formula (10), for a sporadic value distributed exponentially from λ parameters, an asymptotical estimate of MSD of σ α is minimal when α→0 and is not an increasing function on . Thereby, when α→1 an asymptotical estimate of MSD of σ α will go to infinity. Consequently, the closer is α to 1 [14, 15] -the lower estimation of quantile of exponential distribution is ( fig. 5 , curve 2).
Also, from (10) one can conclude that the speed with which an asymptotical estimate of MSD of σ α will goes to infinity when α→1 is in proportion to [14, 15] .
Density of Cauchy distribution probability is as follows (X≈K(0)):
a quantile value depending on α is as follows:
By substituting formula (12) for the quantile in probability density (11) we obtain:
By considering (3) and (13) we calculate (14) From the diagram ( fig. 2 ) one can see that for a sporadic value with Caushy distribution an asymptotical estimate of MSD of σ α is minimal for α =1/2. When α→0 and α→1 the σ α estimate proportionally goes to infinity. Consequently, the closer is α to 0 or 1 [14, 15] -the lower is estimation of Caushy distribution quantile is ( fig. 5, curve 3) .
Speed with which an asymptotical estimate of MSD of σ α will goes to infinity when α→1 is in proportion to , and when α→0 to [14, 15] .
If a sporadic value u has a standard normal distribution, in that case an asymptotical estimate of a quantile sampling estimate error will equal [14, 15] (fig. 5, 6 ):
where n -is a number of samples of the sporadic value u i , i=1,…,n, α -is a set probability rate, .
When α→1 an asymptotical estimate of MSD of σ α will goes to infinity. Consequently, the closer is α to 1 [14, 15] the lower is estimation of normal distribution quantile is ( fig. 5, curve 4) .
From (15) one can see, that the speed with which an asymptotical estimate of MSD of σ α will goes to infinity when α→1 is in proportion to . Likewise, the speed with which an asymptotical estimate of MSD of σ α will goes to infinity when α→0 is in proportion to . 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Theoretically calculated standardized mean-squared error of vibro-acoustic signal quantile estimate allows to determine measuring error without any dependence from properties of assemblies, while the error becomes dependent on the properties of measuring channel only. The channel is metrologicaly certified in the set frequency range. The obtained formulae allows to estimate signal peak value measurement error independently from the form and frequency of the periodic signal, spectrum and statistic properties of the measured signal as distinguished from a peak detector whose measuring error can be determined for a particular form only [8, 12] .
The obtained results should be used for developing new means of signals' peak values measurement.
